Reappointment and Tenure Flowchart
Beginning of Academic Year

Is this your first year in a tenure-track position at WCU?

Y

Does your contract stipulate any years of credit towards tenure?

Y

How many years were you granted?

1 or 3

Submit Dossier

2 or 4

Submit AA12 and DH Statement

N

Submit 1/3/5 Application Only

N

Counting this current academic year as one, how many years have you been in your current tenure-track position at WCU?

2 or 4

Does your contract stipulate any years of credit towards tenure?

Y

How many years were you granted?

1 or 3

Submit 1/3/5 Application Only

2 or 4

Submit Dossier

N

Submit Dossier

N

Submit Dossier

N

Submit 1/3/5 Application Only